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PAC Commissioners
I refer to the recent public hearing at the Liverpool RSL on Tuesday 12th December and
 wish to submit further matters of great concern
1 A RECENT REPORT FROM tom tom traffic index showed the congested lkevels in Sydney
 at 39% which mounted to 156 hrs extra travel per year for 362883 number of commercial 
 vehicles with a costvto business of 1.048 billion dollars per year with the Moorebank
 intermodal and the modifications for 2.1 million cb metres of fill which is estimated to
 inviolve 450000 trips by trucks this is going to  add greatly to the congested and I do not
 see any evidence of the proponets being asked to pay for their shar of the congestion and
 with Sydney ranked as the number one congested city in Australia other options would be
 more suitable
2 a recent article in the Liverpool Leader shoed that SIMTA was seeking to expand their
 size of the project from 83 Hecacres to 95 hectacres and the matter of diverting roads
 closer to residents in wattle grove which will be the matter of future applications with the
 whole project from SIMTA and MIC not having any master plan it seems that a number of
 matters will be overlooked in their bid to gain approval with no consideration to the
 accumulative nature of the whole project these matters do not seem to be given proper
 scutiny
3 I have known that the area in Holsworthy Moorebank and the adjoining area of the
 Holsworthy Military Reserve is a area recognised as ne of the most important
 venvironmental lands in Australia and have seen it referred as Sydneys Kakudu and the
 Lungs of Sydney what is basically a environmental buffer zone to absorb much of the Air
 pollution in one of the most congested areas in Sydney the impact from these
 developments will have a massive impact on the area which I know to be one of the worst
 health areas in NSW which is testify to Liverpool Hospital being the largest hospital in
 Australia employing over 76000 workers.Also I have being told that any outbreak of pests
 like fire ants could not be contained as strong chemicals where used in Port Botany to
 contain a outbreak of fire ants in Port Botany and with residents situated close to the site
 the danger to prts and children would be enormous
4 The Hibbertia Fumana is situated as close as 180 metres from the freight Line and 200
 metres from warehousing which means that the laws which protect such valuable species
 is not doing the what it is intended to achieve the laws being epbc act 1999 EPA act 1997,
 National  parks and Wildlife act and with many other threatened species 27 in number
 and a valuable Cumberland woodland plains under threat this should be the matter of
 much greater scrutiny and I wholeheartly support the call by the Local Mp Melanie
 Gibbons for a further scientific study on the impact on the area
5 I have always considered that the projects couldn't be placed in a more unsuitable
 position and with congestion to be much greater it will pose a imtolerable burden on the
 area and with 450000 new residents expected in the next 25 years matters will only
 worsen and the area should get some relief rto the problems which always seem to be



 excaberate
6 Port Botany handled 2 million containers in 2010 and this only growed to 2million
 300000 in 2015 and with enfield intermodalcoming on line handling 300000 and Chulora
 having its capacity doubled to 600000 teu and Viullawood DP world having 200000
 capacity there is enough capacity to handle present demand until the correct destination
 is developed
7 Another matter which is always pushed to the rear is the matter of warehousing which is
 to be around 850000 sq m and the impact from the vehicles involved are never discussed
 along with the freight village servicemen and a number of ancillary vehicles.Our group
 asked for a integrated model back in 8th December 2015 but as yet have received any
 reply to our concerns
8Cardno Consultants have been commissioned to do over 10 peer reviews oif the projects
 and I have read them and they have advised the proiponents have made a number of false
 assumptions in the important matters like traffic pollution and impact on our
 envornments flooding seems to be totally overlooked as the area has had a number of
 huge floods in the past anfd the area where theprojects are situated are noted fllodplains
 and the raising of THE Area by 2 metres would be disasterous in a major flood period
9 The area along the River bank is to have a boardwalk and the matter of having diesel
 emissions from the freight locomotives would be a matter of great concern and is
 opposite what the Liverpool council had visions for the Georges River area and the
 apartemts being built would have the diesel emissions from the freight trains intrude into
 their balconies what a absurd situation
10I have highlighted the plight of our koalas which have been saved and found dead on
 our roads surrounding the site this really disturbs that we give so little regard for our
 national icon which we regard as a national treasure and is a national tourism matter of
 great significance.IT would be better to have a Koala sanctuary on the propped site and
 with much job producing industries 10 times as many jobs could be provided to offer jobs
 to local residents in bad unemployment area
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